
Academic Computing Hub
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A new one-stop computing hub, called “Academic Computing

Hub” (ACH), that caters to all the different computing needs of

the faculty staff has been set up at Block 5, Room 5-01-05.  The

mission of the ACH is to provide our faculty staff with access to a

supportive and technology-rich environment to help them achieve

their teaching goals.

The cosy and relaxed environment of the ACH hosts a series of IT

equipment which are not commonly available in most Academic

Groups (AGs) and are well-supported by a small group of

experienced technical specialists from ACIS.  Staff will be able to

get advice, demonstrations and even troubleshooting of problems

when they approach the technical specialists for their IT needs.

Apart from being able to bring in their notebooks for servicing

and troubleshooting software-related problems, staff can also

expect the following services and equipment at the Hub:

• Password resetting

• Data migration

• Technology education programmes/sessions

• Loan of IT equipment, for example:

✔  portable projector

✔ wireless mouse for presentations

✔ wireless card

✔ digital camera

✔ notebooks

✔ software, etc.

• Video editing system

• CD-R duplicator

• Optical Mark Reader (OMR) system

• 35mm film & slide scanner

• Banner plotter, and

many more new services to come!

With all these equipment and services made available to our

faculty staff, we hope that our staff will have a better IT environment

for administration work, teaching and research. If you have

any technical enquiries, please contact the ACIS helpdesk at

6790 3033 or just take a walk to the Academic Computing Hub,

which is open during NIE operating hours.
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CIO 100 Award for the second time!
Nenny Noorman,  ACIS

This year, NIE is once again ranked among Asia’s top 100 organisations
to have achieved excellence in the strategic use of IT for business
and operations. Specifically, NIE was listed for its application of the
Oracle 9i AS and i-Sprint AccessMatrix security solutions for the
Staff Portal to streamline operations and improve work efficiency
and productivity.

Being in the CIO 100 listing for the second time proves that NIE has
shown herself to be a role model for other organisations to learn from
and emulate in achieving long-term strategic success. The first time
NIE was given this award was in 2003. CIO 100 and CIO Awards in
Asia were established by CIO Asia in 2001. The CIO 100 is an annual
index of Asia’s top 100 enterprise users of IT.

Congratulations to NIE once again!Congratulations to NIE once again!Congratulations to NIE once again!Congratulations to NIE once again!Congratulations to NIE once again!

Video-based Lecture Presentation (VLP)
using Screen Template for Blackboard

Henry Ngoh, CITE

VLP is a new in-house product that will ‘spice’ up the Blackboard
video-viewing experience.

VLP using the Screen Template for streaming video in Blackboard is
now available for lecturers to enhance their lecture presentations.
All they need to do is to indicate their preference for the screen
template in their request.

With the new Screen Template, trainee teachers will have the
benefit of:

1. Both views of the lecturer and PowerPoint slide in one display
2. Details on module, course, lecturer, etc.
3. Synchronised mode presentation
4. ‘Zoom-in’ view of lecturer

5. ‘Live’ annotations on PowerPoint slide by lecturer
6. Ability to review past lecture presentations at their own time and

pace
7. Accessibility anytime anywhere (subject to Internet Service

Provider (ISP)/network constraints)

Lecturers in turn will have the benefit of:

1. A hassle-free and seamless operation
2. No advance rehearsal required
3. No change in classroom operations
4. Customisable templates

So, cSo, cSo, cSo, cSo, come on and give it a trome on and give it a trome on and give it a trome on and give it a trome on and give it a try!!!y!!!y!!!y!!!y!!!

or

New Screen Templates
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WebOPAC Update
Yuyun W. Ishak, LIBRIS

Interested in finding out more about the Library’s new WebOPAC (http://opac.nie.edu.sg)? Great!  We have some new enhancements that we
wish to share with all library users.

1. Broadcast Search

This feature allows you to extend your search beyond the NIE Library by performing simultaneous searches across multiple library catalogues.
Currently, the broadcast search covers the collections of the Nanyang Technological University Libraries, National University of Singapore
Libraries, Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library and Singapore Polytechnic Library.

2. Electronic-only Resources

When browsing the search results list, you may encounter records with labels such as E-JOURNALS, E-PROSPECTUSES and WEB SITES. These
records are electronic-only resources, hence the ‘No copies available in any library’ message. To view these resources, you will need to click
on the URL.

3. Context-sensitive Help

The ‘Help’ feature is context-sensitive, i.e. it provides the specific help topic you need depending on where you are in the WebOPAC. You can
always go back to the Help Index (Table of Contents) by clicking on the ‘Contents’ link located at the bottom of the specific help topic. For
additional information, check out the Search Guides and Interactive Tutorial on the Help Index page.

4. Durable/Persistent URL

Durable/Persistent URL is very useful for creating saved searches or reading lists with dynamic links to bibliographic record(s) in the library
catalogue. To build the persistent URL, simply type the following URL and combine it with your search criteria.
http://opac.nie.edu.sg/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/MAIN/0/5?searchdata1=

For example:
Persistent URL for materials that are related to ‘peranakan culture’
http://opac.nie.edu.sg/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/MAIN/0/5?searchdata1=peranakan culture

Persistent URL for book titled ‘Kindergartens and cultures: the global diffusion of an idea’
http://opac.nie.edu.sg/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/MAIN/0/5?searchdata1=Kindergartens and cultures the global diffusion of an idea

For comments and feedback, please email Reference Services at libref@nie.edu.sg.

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Work Improvement Team ION from the Centre for User Support!
Their project entitled “Fast PC Recovery System” was awarded the Silver Award at
the National Innovation and Quality Circles Convention held in November 2004.
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The Centre for User Support (CUS) had as one of its responsibilities
the supporting and maintenance of six web servers. These servers
were shared among the Academic Groups (AGs). The administrative
work involved in maintaining these servers included upgrading of the
Operating Systems (OS) & security patches, installation of new
applications, designing of web pages, uploading of web pages,
mapping of servers for users, repairing the servers, etc.

The administrative work for these web servers was laborious and time-
consuming. For example, when a web server broke down, a support
staff had to be physically there to resolve the problem. This could
take a few hours or even a few days depending on the severity of the
problem. Maintenance of the web servers such as configuring of the
OS and security patches also took time and effort. Service requests
from academic staff such as designing new web pages, authoring web
contents, publishing websites, etc. were also projects which required
a lot of time and attention.

With the above in mind, the CUS eIT WIT set themselves the task of
tackling the streamlining of the administration of the web servers,
and later decided to turn it into a WIT project.

Implementation

After collecting feedback from users and having some thorough
discussions, the following solutions were proposed and implemented:

(a) Migration to in-house servers (e.g. MyDisk &
Teachers Portal)

Advice and assistance from the support staff were given before the
migration. Measures such as backing up of data and checking software
and hardware compatibility were taken to ensure a safe and smooth
migration. Instructional manuals were also provided to users for
migrating their data from the web servers to the in-house servers.

(b) Migration to AGs’ servers

Migration of web contents was carried out with the help of support
staff for AGs that preferred to have a different OS platform. For those
AGs that preferred to have their own web servers instead of sharing
with other AGs, their web contents were migrated to their own web
servers.

Benefits

With the implementation of these solutions, the operational efficiency

Enhancing the Administration
of AGs’ Web Servers

eIT  WIT

of administrating the AGs’ web servers has been enhanced and
improved in the following areas:

(a) Maintenance of AGs’ web servers

The task of maintaining the AGs’ web servers is now shared among
the AGs’ staff and support staff. As for the in-house servers, they are
maintained by the Computer Services Centre (CSC).

(b) Service requests to support staff

Administration of the AGs’ web servers is now carried out by the AGs’
own staff. The AGs’ staff have direct access to the web contents and
can upload files and amend web contents easily from their desktops
without going through the support staff. This means service requests
from users are reduced.

(c) Troubleshooting the web server when it
breaks down

In the event that any server breaks down, the AGs’ staff will provide
the first level of support. This will filter off simple problems. However,
if the problem is complex, support staff will be asked for assistance.
This has streamlined the troubleshooting process, thus enabling web
server problems to be resolved in a timely manner.

Conclusion

Although all the migration was completed in December 2004,
enhancing the administration of the AGs’ web servers remains an on-
going process. Feedback from users continues to come in, better work
procedures need to be considered, alternative solutions explored and
new skills and techniques looked into.

eIT at the WIT Convention 2005

IT Visits to Schools
More IT visits to schools are planned for this coming semester!
Do look out for ACIS’ email invitations to participate in the visits!
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Capturing NIE’s growing years
through Our History

e-Magine WIT

Technology as an Enabler of Knowledge Management
Chang Yi Ching, CITE

Our Work Improvement Team, e-Magine, was
formed on 19 July 2004, comprising staff members
in the ACIS family. The team consists of seven
members, namely Shirley Harm, Adrian Lu, Mazlan
Hasan, Nenny Noorman, Emily Ng, Windy Teo and
Derrick Yuen. The team’s facilitator is Dr. Marissa
Wettasinghe.

Armed with multimedia skills, the team decided
to embark on a project where multimedia would
be the driving factor in the development of the
work. Our History was born – a media-rich
slideshow showcasing NIE’s history from the 1950s
to the 2000s.

Thousands of digital and print images were
obtained from the institution’s archives. The team

carefully selected relevant images to synchronise
with the narration they had written. The multimedia
designers spent many hours experimenting with
different ways to present the images in an engaging
fashion.

After about six months of meetings, reviews and
critique sessions, the team finally came up with
the final version. And now, with the support of
Mr. Sim, Divisional Director, and Mr. Peter Kwang,
Deputy Divisional Director, from the Corporate
Planning & Development Division, Our History is
LIVE on NIE’s Staff Portal under the ‘About NIE’
tab. Our History will also be presented to new staff
members. To quote Mr Peter Kwang, ”... it could
even become a wonderful memento to staff leaving
NIE after many years of service”.

Whatever the nature of an organisation, whether
commercial or educational as in the case of the National
Institute of Education (NIE), there is a growing realisation
that the vast amount of information that forms the basis
of an organisation’s intellectual capital needs to be better
managed. Improvement in the management of intellectual
capital and the exploitation of knowledge can and will
lead to long-term competitive advantages for the
organisation. Organisations are also starting to realise that
organisational efficiency lies in a reduction in cycle time,
preventing the loss of knowledge due to downsizing, and
the importance of sharing and distributing knowledge
across the organisation. This indicates the importance of proper and
efficient management of knowledge, and the implementation of
technologies that will enable and facilitate the knowledge management
process.

Knowledge Management (KM) is about connecting people to the right
knowledge (or to the right people) in a timely manner in order to enable
them to make effective and accurate decisions. It is about the capturing,
sharing and distribution of knowledge, communication and
collaborative work. In short, KM addresses the broad processes of
locating, organising, transferring and more efficiently using information
and expertise within an organisation.

Information Technology (IT) is a key enabler that can greatly facilitate
successful and effective implementation of organisation-wide KM. IT’s
role is emerging as an integrator of communications technology, rather
than solely a keeper of information. The critical role for IT lies in its
ability to support communication, collaboration and information
retrieval.

For example, imagine a scenario whereby all module- and student-

related information is available on one system as opposed
to one system for pre-service students, one system for in-
service students and so on. Instead of having to access
several systems just to find specific information, a
combined system will enable NIE staff to find any
information quickly and easily. Updating information also
becomes a breeze as there is only one source of
information in NIE. Think of the convenience, the time
saved, the ease of usage and the minimisation of
frustration as compared to having to search for the
information across several different systems!

As can be seen, KM technology is a key enabler which facilitates and
enables KM in an organisation. However, it should also be noted that
there are numerous other factors that will facilitate and encourage
knowledge sharing in an organisation. These factors include:

• Commitment from the organisation’s top management
• Enabling, facilitating and encouraging a cultural and social change

whereby there is a more sharing and open environment throughout
the organisation

• Introducing and enforcing processes that will encourage knowledge
sharing

• Trust within the organisation. There must be trust that the knowledge
shared will not be abused or used inappropriately, and that the
knowledge shared is accurate.

These are but some of the other enabling factors that contribute to the
overall success of KM within an organisation. This suggests that
knowledge managers interested in the role of IT as an enabler should
not simply focus on how to use IT to connect people-to-people, and to
connect people with information, but how to help develop an
organisational environment conducive to knowledge sharing.
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Educational Technologies Training Schedule
CITE

6

The Centre for IT in Education (CITE) will be conducting a series of educational technologies training for trainee teachers and staff.
No registration is required. For more information, please visit http://www.cite.nie.edu.sg/et.htm or contact us at cite@nie.edu.sg.

Time: 10.45 am – 11.30 am          Venue: NIE7-01-TR69
For Staff *

11 Jul Blackboard 08 Aug Impatica for PowerPoint 05 Sep Centra & PenDA Live
12 Jul Impatica for PowerPoint MS PowerPoint 06 Sep Blackboard Discussion Forum

MS PowerPoint 10 Aug Blackboard Learning Unit Respondus
13 Jul Blackboard Learning Unit Safe Assignment 07 Sep Impatica for PowerPoint

Safe Assignment 11 Aug Centra & PenDA Live MS PowerPoint
14 Jul Centra & PenDA Live 12 Aug Blackboard Discussion Forum 09 Sep Blackboard Assessment
25 Jul Learning Director 22 Aug MS Producer Respondus

BrainPOP 23 Aug Blackboard Assessment StudyMate
26 Jul Search LX Respondus 19 Sep Search LX

Backpack LX StudyMate Backpack LX
Journal LX & Team LX 24 Aug Learning Director Journal LX & Team LX

27 Jul MS Producer BrainPOP 20 Sep Learning Director
28 Jul Blackboard Assessment 25 Aug Search LX BrainPOP

Respondus Backpack LX 21 Sep Blackboard Learning Unit
Journal LX & Team LX Safe Assignment

22 Sep MS Producer
* Please bring your own notebook

For Trainee Teachers
05 Jul Learning Director 01 Aug Impatica for PowerPoint 14 Sep Search LX

BrainPOP MS PowerPoint Backpack LX
18 Jul Blackboard basic 02 Aug StudyMate Journal LX & Team LX
20 Jul Learning Director 03 Aug MS Producer 26 Sep Learning Director

BrainPOP 16 Aug Learning Director BrainPOP
21 Jul Blackboard basic BrainPOP 28 Sep Impatica for PowerPoint

17 Aug Impatica for PowerPoint MS PowerPoint
MS PowerPoint 29 Sep StudyMate

18 Aug StudyMate
29 Aug Search LX

Backpack LX
Journal LX & Team LX

30 Aug Learning Director
BrainPOP

31 Aug MS Producer
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